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How to make a submission 

Who can make a submission to the NTC?

Any individual or organisation can make a submission to the NTC. 

Structure of submissions

If you are representing an organisation, please indicate your position, and if relevant, specify at what level the 
submission has been authorised (branch, executive, president, sub-committee, executive committee, national 
body). Where possible, you should provide evidence, such as data and documentation, to support your views.

How to submit 

To make an online submission please follow these steps:

Step 1 On the NTC homepage (www.ntc.gov.au) select ‘Report Issued for Comment’ from the News & 
Publication menu.

Step 2 In the ‘New comments to’ column, select the name of the NTC representative corresponding to the 
item you wish to comment on. 

Step 3 Enter your NTC website login name and password. If you are not registered, then do so by selecting 
the ‘Register’ button. If you have forgotten your login name and password, you can retrieve it by 
selecting the ‘Forgotten your password’ button. 

Step 4 Once you are logged in, you will be able to make a submission by selecting ‘Browse’ and uploading 
your submission. Documents should be compatible with Microsoft Word 2003 (.doc) or be in Adobe 
Portable Document File (.pdf) format.

Step 5 Enter the submission author details, if these are different from the logged in user.

Step 6 Select the ‘Save’ button.

Once your submission has been saved it is automatically sent via email to the NTC. You will receive a 
confirmation email once the submission is received.

Alternatively, you can mail your comments to: Chief Executive Officer, National Transport Commission,  
L15/628 Bourke Street, MELBOURNE VIC 3000

Publication of submissions

Unless submissions are clearly marked confidential or accompanied by a request to delay release, all 
submissions will be published online. Copyright of submissions will reside with the submission author(s),  
not with the NTC. Submissions that contain defamatory or offensive content will not be published. 

Important - confidentiality

The NTC accepts confidential submissions. If you wish to provide confidential information, please provide  
two copies of your submission, one with the confidential content and the other with content suitable for public 
release. You are encouraged to contact the NTC before submitting confidential material. 

In the absence of any clear indication that a submission is confidential, the NTC will publish the submission 
online unless the submission author(s) requests that it is withdrawn. 

Note that access to confidential material is determined in accordance with the Freedom of Information Act 1982.
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Foreword
The National Transport Commission (NTC) is investigating opportunities to work with the corporate  
sector to develop a collaborative approach to improve Australia’s road safety performance.

The NTC is committed to engaging businesses to assess the feasibility of developing a national  
program, consistent with the new National Road Safety Strategy 2011–2020, for adoption by private  
sector organisations. 

The corporate sector can thereby exert influence within its own business sphere and through its interactions 
with the community to make an important contribution that significantly reduces the unacceptably high  
number of deaths and injuries on Australian roads. 

We have already undertaken initial consultation with a range of Australian organisations that are taking the 
initiative on road safety within and beyond their workplaces. Their views and experiences now need to be 
shared with and tested in a wider community of stakeholders who have a stake in a safer road system.

We can also learn from the United Kingdom and European countries, particularly Sweden and Netherlands, 
who are regarded as leaders in road safety. These countries ensure that road safety is more than just a 
government responsibility but is shared by business and the community. Sweden has been able to establish 
market demand for road safety, to drive safety improvements within society.  

The purpose of this Discussion Paper is therefore to stimulate discussion on ways in which corporate  
initiatives can contribute to improving overall road safety. The paper presents information:

• on existing corporate safety management programs operating both in Australia and internationally.  
The key elements of programs that could be applied to a national program involving the corporate sector  
are identified, as well as how they might contribute to meeting the safety targets of the National Road  
Safety Strategy; and

• gleaned during initial consultation with selected organisations on existing road safety initiatives that  
have been implemented within Australian companies, and highlights consistent themes arising from  
these discussions.

There is real potential for a national program that draws on the strengths of existing programs and initiatives 
and which promotes a Safe Systems environment across the Australian road network. This may include 
the introduction of standards, auditable safety management programs, codes of practice and collaborative 
strategic development. It also offers opportunities for corporate-government partnerships that will become a 
new ‘voice’ on road safety that can spread the safety message across the broader community. The benefits 
of such actions are not only improved safety to the community, but reduced costs from lost time or vehicle 
property damage, improved productivity, and enhanced reputation for organisations who rise to this challenge.

Government road authorities will always bear the primary responsibility for safe use of the road network. 
However others, including private sector companies, must be encouraged to share the responsibility for 
ensuring that everything is done to prevent harm to road users. 

I would like to thank all those individuals and organisations involved in the consultation to date. I would also  
like to acknowledge the work of NTC staff and external consultants in developing this report, particularly,  
Jeff Potter, Binh Le, Jerome Carslake, Gennis Leong, James Newton and Lori Mooren.

 

Greg Martin 
Chairman
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Executive summary 

A national response to road safety

Over the past four decades, Australia has had a strong record of improving the safety of the road network. 
Road deaths have fallen by over 60 per cent since 1970 despite substantial increases in population, motor 
vehicles and travel. Since the 2001 release of the National Road Safety Strategy 2001-2010, annual deaths on 
Australia’s roads have fallen by 23 per cent (ATC, 2011). 

However, road crashes still cause some 1,400 deaths and 32,500 serious injuries in Australia each year. The 
Australian Transport Council (ATC) has recently released a new National Road Safety Strategy 2011-2020 with 
the ambitious objective of further reducing death and serious injury on Australia’s roads by at least 30 per cent 
over the next decade. 

The Strategy sets out the principles that will guide government and community action in achieving this goal, as 
well as a number of specific actions to be taken by government in areas such as regulation, road improvement, 
vehicle safety requirements, education, publicity and enforcement. However, it also recognises that improving 
road safety is a shared responsibility of all parties who use and influence the use of the road network.

The vision of the new Strategy – “No person should be killed or seriously injured on Australia’s roads” – 
recalls the well-established occupational health and safety principle that “no-one should be killed at work”. 
Acceptance of this principle has coincided with enormous improvements in workplace safety in Australia and 
around the world. Companies have invested in making their workplaces safer, and many have developed 
strong internal safety cultures that have contributed not only to better safety, but also to more productive and 
profitable businesses. 

Corporate action on road safety

The influence corporate actions can have on the behaviour and safety of drivers in the heavy vehicle industry 
has been well recognised and documented in Australia. The Chain of Responsibility rules in the 2003 model 
bill on heavy vehicle mass, dimension and loading compliance (and subsequent fatigue and speeding laws) 
established penalties for a range of parties unless they could establish they had taken reasonable steps to 
ensure that their commercial decisions would not cause drivers to act illegally or unsafely. 

A major focus in commercial road safety has been on heavy vehicles, particularly those involved in road freight 
operations. However, they represent about only one-fifth of serious road crashes, in many of which a significant 
or causative factor was the actions of other vehicles or road users. Likewise, much effort has been devoted to 
improving safety in companies that operate large fleets of smaller vehicles – both in terms of vehicle quality and 
driver training and behaviour. In both cases, industry commitment to better safety has led to the development 
of accreditation schemes, professional associations for sharing good practice, and organisations devoted to 
providing safety training and fleet management solutions. 

Decisions taken by industry in the normal course of business – and through a corporate safety culture – affect 
how their employees, customers and suppliers use the road network. This applies not only to companies that 
own or operate fleets of vehicles, but also to those that generate a demand for transport – whether transport of 
their products, or their employees, or their customers. 
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The role of this discussion paper

This Discussion Paper explores how the existing corporate commitment to workplace safety can contribute 
to achieving the National Road Safety Strategy road safety targets. It sets out examples of how organisations’ 
workplace safety cultures can be applied to improve the safety of work-related road use. It seeks to identify 
actions that are entirely within the control of an individual company or group of companies (in an industry sector 
or along a supply chain) that would improve road safety and benefit their business. 

The NTC is seeking information on what private sector organisations can and are willing to do to contribute to 
meeting the National Road Safety Strategy targets. Companies can identify and act on things entirely within 
their control that don’t require government or other organisations to act first, that don’t require a change in 
regulation, and may not require permission or support from anyone outside the organisation that will in some 
way improve road safety. This has two aspects – the potential to influence the behaviour of others (customers, 
suppliers, business partners) and the adoption of measures to improve safety within their own organisations.

Such actions clearly need to benefit the business and be sustainable in the long term. Companies’ road safety 
achievements need to be recognised and preferred by customers and employees. Tools are required to help 
companies to integrate, implement and promote behaviours that will improve road safety throughout their 
organisations and, through their policies and practices, within their spheres of influence. 

The NTC would like to open a conversation with corporate Australia about what is possible, and how such 
possibilities can be turned into positive, sustainable actions. We do not believe in a single, one-size-fits-all 
approach to engaging business, or to shifting obligations that rightly belong with government onto the private 
sector. We want to work with businesses and organisations to exert a strong influence over the way that the 
road network is used to benefit their businesses and make life safer for all Australian road users.

Key questions to which we are seeking answers include:

• How can the corporate influence on transport use by customers, employees and suppliers be  
applied to improve safety outcomes?

• What sort of institutional or governance arrangements will be necessary to effectively harness  
this influence?

• What needs to be done to ensure that any national scheme has credibility and delivers genuine  
safety benefits?
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1. Introduction

1.1 The cost of road crashes 

Road fatalities, injuries and trauma have a significant impact not just on the people directly involved but on their 
friends, families and their communities. In the 12 months to April 2011, there were 1,334 deaths on Australian 
roads (Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economies, 2011). 

The estimated annual economic cost of road crashes in Australia conservatively sits at $18 billion per annum 
(Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2011). The cost includes delays and disruption to all users on the 
road network, loss of productivity and the diversion of health and welfare system resources to these avoidable 
events. However, it is the social costs that are most significant as the loss of lives, personal pain and trauma 
have lasting impacts on victims, families and communities.  

1.2 The road safety challenge

The number of deaths and serious injuries on Australian roads has fallen significantly over the past 30 years, 
despite substantial increases in population and the number of registered vehicles on the road. This reduction 
has largely been attributed to changes in behaviour resulting from community education, government 
enforcement and regulation, as well as improvements in vehicle standards and road upgrades.  

In that time, Australian governments – federal, state and local road authorities – have introduced a range 
of targeted road safety initiatives to reduce road deaths, including the mandatory fitting of seat belts in new 
vehicles, random breath testing and the introduction of camera-based speed enforcement. All have contributed 
to the continuing decline, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

The corporate sector – including transport operators, transport users and other businesses that rely on road 
transport – can have a major influence on the safe operation of the road transport network. Work-related road 
crashes in Australia account about half of all occupational fatalities and 15 per cent of national road deaths, 
and many people are killed or seriously injured while travelling to and from work (ATC, 2011). As the National 
Road Strategy 2011-2020 states: “On average, company drivers travel more than twice the annual distance of 
private car drivers and have about 50 per cent more incidents. This suggests fertile ground and great potential 
rewards from improving road behaviour by working closely with organisations and employers”.

Decisions taken by industry – as well as individual corporate safety cultures – affect how employees, customers 
and suppliers use the road network. They must be encouraged to take the responsibility for ensuring their 
decisions contribute to improving road safety as part of a shared responsibility for road safety.
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Figure 1: Trends of Australian road fatalities – policy interventions

 

Source: BITRE (2010) Road Deaths Australia via “Strategic National Transport Safety Policy” Presentation by Brett Hughes,  
Curtin – Monash Accident Research Centre (July 2010) 

1.3 National Road Safety Strategy

The Australian Transport Council (ATC) has developed a new ten-year strategic plan, the National Road Safety 
Strategy 2011-2020, with the aim of reducing the annual death and serious injury tolls on Australian roads by at 
least 30 per cent. The strategy not only establishes this target, but also identifies initiatives to achieve it. 

The strategy represents “a step towards a long-term ambition to create a road transport system, consistent 
with the Safe System approach, in which mistakes committed by road users do not result in death or serious 
injury” (ATC, 2011). It affirms that death and serious injury should not be seen as inevitable or acceptable.

It recognises the continuing and central role for government in providing the physical and regulatory 
environment in which road transport takes place. However, it also frames the potential for the corporate sector 
to help improve the overall safety of the road network as both an organisational and community benefit. 
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Box 1: What is the Safe System model?

The National Road Safety Strategy is underpinned by the Safe System approach to road safety. The Safe 
System model is based on the notion that safe drivers and riders using safe vehicles, travelling at safe 
speeds, on safe roads, will reduce impact and severity of injury to the human body against violent forces, 
therefore reducing death and serious injury resulting from using the road network. The model has been 
accepted globally as best practice for road safety and is being implemented across Australia.

The Safe System approach has been designed to benefit all road users, from pedestrian to heavy 
vehicles. It identifies the shared responsibility of road system and vehicle designers, providers and users 
in achieving this outcome. It also recognises that even with a focus on prevention, crashes will occur, so 
their impacts need to be reduced through road system design.

 

Source: Western Australia Office of Road Safety (2008)
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2. Influence of the corporate sector

2.1 The corporate role in road safety

A growing trend for the corporate sector to focus on developing and promoting proactive road safety initiatives 
within organisations and local communities has been identified in the leading research in this area (Mooren et 
al, 2011). Such initiatives are most common in organisations with large and distinctive fleets, particularly in the 
heavy vehicle sector, and are motivated by a range of factors.  

The society perspective

Work related vehicles constitute about 30 per cent of registered vehicles in Australia and work drivers  
travel about three times the distance of the average private motorist in Australia (Murray and Faulks, 2006). 
Over 50 per cent of new vehicles in Australia are initially purchased for commercial purposes, most of which  
will be integrated into the wider Australian vehicle pool within two to three years. Changes to organisational 
fleet procurement practices to prefer five-star ANCAP-rated vehicles therefore not only provide safety  
benefits to employee drivers, but also flow quickly through to the broader community through the  
second-hand car market.

The legal perspective

Organisations have legal obligations and duty of care under the occupational health and safety regulations  
to provide for a safe and healthy workplace. There is a growing move to include work-related road safety  
under the occupational health and safety framework and vehicles are increasingly considered part of the 
workplace in Australia. (Murray and Faulks, 2006)

The business perspective 

By improving safety at work, it offers many opportunities for effective marketing, business development, 
projection of corporate social responsibility, enhancement of staff wellbeing, and brand enhancement 
or protection. A proactive safety management system can also potentially provide organisations with a 
competitive advantage over organisations that are more reactive to safety. (Murray and Faulks, 2006)

Other costs and responsibilities

There are also cost implications as the costs associated to work-related crashes, such as insurance and 
personal injury costs, are a burden to both the business and local communities. It is estimated that workplace 
injury costs are shared by employees (40 per cent), employers (30 per cent) and communities (30 per cent).  
(Murray and Faulks, 2006)

Safety initiatives often form an integral part of corporate social responsibility and workplace occupational 
health and safety programs. They become embedded as policies and procedures and can help to shape the 
workplace environment and culture.  

With the introduction of Chain of Responsibility legislation, organisations are legally accountable for actions 
or inaction that contributes to heavy vehicle road safety breaches. Chain of Responsibility effectively extends 
the liability of the “responsible persons” for road safety breaches from the immediate drivers, road carriers and 
operators to all parties including vehicle owners, shipping and packing companies (Anderson and Bailey, 2005).

2.2 Safety culture in workplaces and communities

Research has shown that workplaces with more proactive safety cultures and extensive safety management 
practices have fewer safety incidences and crashes. Management commitment, combined with shared 
safety values, is essential to creating and maintaining a strong safety culture and ultimately a safer workplace 
environment (Silva and Lima, 2005).
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The influence of the corporate safety culture can extend beyond the workplace, with the community benefiting 
from proactive safety management in the workplace. Corporate influence can also flow into the community via 
other forms of business practice, such as:   

• the acquisition of 4 and 5 star ANCAP vehicles for business fleets, ensuring staff drive safer vehicles  
under safer workplace standards

• introduction of varying modes of transport within the production line e.g. using the services of major 
transporters

• strategically planning road network use by time of day, routes, vehicle volume on any road at any given time, 
and time spent on the road per driver per day (fatigue management);

• high safety standards promoted by businesses influencing the required standards of other business partners 
within the community

• road safety forming part of the Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) requirements for employees within 
and beyond the workplace.

Workplaces with strong safety cultures are able to harness a form of ‘work driver effect’ whereby promoting 
strong safety practices at work encourage employees to ‘take safety home’ in the form of safer private driving 
that protects families and positively influences the community (Murray & Watson, 2010).  In this way, the 
engagement of the corporate sector to influence road safety becomes a more significant community force.

Identifying ways in which strong internal company workplace safety cultures can be extended to include off-site 
activities has the potential to lead to major road safety improvements. This can include:

•	 applying the risk identification and minimisation principles followed within the workplace to assess and 
reduce risks associated with road transport activities. 

• identifying areas of risk for customers where principles of corporate safety culture can not only contribute to 
better safety outcomes for them, but also strengthen an existing customer-supplier relationship. 

The McDonald’s and Caltex case studies in Section 6 illustrate how companies have incorporated such 
initiatives. 

2.3 A framework for partnership

A simple yet feasible framework exists for individual organisations to understand the partnership role they  
can play in road safety. It encompasses:

• the individual organisation at the heart;

• road safety being embedded the organisation’s business activities, internal processes and everyday 
operations;

• the reinforcing principle that there is no acceptable level of fatalities or serious injury;

• the positive influence organisations can have on both internal community (employees) and the general 
community;

• opportunities for organisations to access collective knowledge drawn from participation in alliances,  
forums and sub-industry groups with other safety minded organisations.
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Figure 2: The partnership framework

 

Source: Western Australia Office of Road Safety (2009)
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3. Existing corporate schemes to  improve  
 safety

3.1 Overview

A University of New South Wales study “Assessment of Existing Approaches to Corporate Safety Management” 
(Mooren et al., 2011) identifies the elements of existing safety schemes that relate to advancing Safe System 
approaches to corporate road safety. It also examines safety management practices more generally to explore 
the feasibility of applying these practices in the Australian corporate context. It found a number of consistent 
elements of safety management that are associated with good safety performance.  

AS/NZS 4801:2001 Australia/ New Zealand Safety Management Systems

The AS/NZS 4801:2001 specification standard establishes a framework for independent audits and reviews 
of an organisation’s OH&S management system. Developed jointly by the New Zealand and Australian 
governments, it guides the formulation of organisations’ occupational health and safety management policies 
and objectives, taking account of legislative requirements and information on hazards or risks. The program is a 
generic guide that can be adapted from development to implementation. 

The AS/NZS 4801:2001 is self-funded by organisations therefore the standard does not require government 
funding or required on-going political support. The standard is also considered effective as is required for an 
independent third party audit to obtain the certification of obtainment.

Basic Aviation Risk Standard (BARS) - Flight Safety Foundation

The Basic Aviation Risk Standard was developed by the Flight Safety Foundation in the 1940s to provide 
organisations, primarily in the resource sectors, with a standard for the risk-based management of aviation 
operations. The BARS standard is a well-developed proactive management system that is drawn on industry 
knowledge and resources and can easily be adapted for participating organisations. Its basic standard gives  
a general overview of all common threats, controls and risk mitigation processes that face all aviation 
companies. The BARS standard is designed to align with national and international regulations and is currently 
used in Australia.

The merits of the BARS program are that it has developed a risk management methodology that are well 
understood by the resource industry and it is a not for profit member based model which benefits from being 
politically neutral and is non-reliant on government funding. 

Driving for Better Business – RoadSafe (UK)

Driving for Better Business responds to a need for a systematic program of outreach that coordinates a 
network of employer champions drawn from the public, private and voluntary sectors to drive road safety 
awareness. The program is managed by RoadSafe, a private registered charity organisation, under contract 
to Department for Transport. It is based on a set of policies and principles covering management, road users, 
vehicles and roads, and strongly promotes the attainment of “Champion” status. To become a business 
champion, an organisation must complete a case study that demonstrates its commitment to managing work 
related road safety.  Businesses see great value in achieving the Champion status, with 52 of the program’s 
current 7,300 members, now program Champions.

The opportunities to publish and promote the individual organisations case study and safety record has 
succeeded in providing effective incentives for organisations to join Driving for Better Business program.  
Members recognise that the status of “champion” has brought extra value to the businesses and this has 
driven organisations to excel in demonstrating prowess in safety management. 
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European Charter for Road Safety – European Commission

The European Charter for Road Safety is a European Commission initiative to engage companies in road 
safety. Organisations must sign and commit to ten principles and general values that also link strongly to good 
corporate social responsibility. It provides member organisations with the opportunity to share and learn from 
ideas and practices across Europe to improve the road situation in Europe.  

Becoming a signatory to the Charter offers participants Europe-wide recognition of and visibility for the road 
safety actions they intend to carry out. A Charter website shares their commitments so that others may be 
similarly inspired. By February 2010, nearly 1,700 organisations from all sectors had applied to become 
members of the European Road Safety Charter.

The European Charter is recognised internationally as being best practice for road safety engagement with 
external organisations due to the concept of charter community that promotes an organisation’s initiatives 
as well as providing a knowledge-sharing platform which can assist and motivate other organisations with 
implementing safety outcomes.

National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme (NHVAS)

The National Heavy Vehicle Accreditation Scheme (NHVAS) is an Australian national program and voluntary 
alternative to conventional heavy vehicle enforcement. Accredited operators must demonstrate that their 
vehicles and drivers comply with standards set by the Scheme through regular audits of their transport 
management systems and vehicle or driver assessments. The Scheme aims to increase transport efficiency by 
reducing the costs of compliance and allowing members greater flexibility in the management of their transport 
business (Queensland Government, 2010).

Key element of the program includes the involvement from the senior management, drivers and others in the 
organisation to promote proactive safety management. As a result of the Chain of Responsibility, there are 
greater incentives for transport customer to engage with operators that are voluntary NHVAS accredited.

TruckSafe – Australian Trucking Association

TruckSafe is a voluntary, industry accreditation program developed by Australian Trucking Association and 
promoted by the peer industry groups. It comprises a series of safety modules designed to improve the safety 
performance of heavy vehicle transport operators and create community awareness of the industry’s safety 
focus. Program members include operators, owner-drivers and fleet managers. Organisations must meet all the 
requirements of accreditation including modules on safety management, vehicle maintenance, driver training 
and driver health. 

As a voluntary industry-driven scheme, it carries the advantage of being promoted by a peer group instead of 
being seen as government-imposed regulation.

Partnership Program – Western Australia Office of Road Safety

The Partnership program is a state-based initiative that aims to influence organisations to take greater 
responsibility for the safety of their employees including around road safety policy development, fleet 
purchasing, in-house corporate training, and road or infrastructure development.  Its main objective is to 
engage organisations and their people in the workplace and/or to use their influence in the market to promote 
road safety in the wider community. The program has a strong corporate social responsibility approach and 
organisations can choose to enter formal partnership agreements with government which, in turn, creates a 
level of corporate recognition. 

The program is developed based on the European Road Safety Charter model and has added its own 
methodology to fit within the context and culture of organisations in Western Australia.  There is a mix 
of Swedish OLA (Objective data, List of actions & Addressed action plans) process, Safe System and 
corporate social responsibility models to generate an internationally recognised best practice for road safety 
management. The program is a good example of a corporate partnership program that is supported by a 
central government agency providing independent and non-charged service for research and assistance.
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Workplace Fleet Safety Self-Audit – Queensland Transport

The Workplace Fleet Safety System developed by Queensland Transport was designed for organisations 
with light fleet vehicles to guide them in identifying whether they are using best practice fleet safety practices. 
There are seven elements to the program, each of which contains sub-elements as a guide to improve fleet 
safety performance. The standards prescribed by the system are linked to Australian Standard AS/NZO ISO 
9001:1994 quality systems for quality assurance in design, development, production, installation and servicing 
of light fleet vehicles. 

The Fleet Safety Self-Assessment provides a self-assessment tool requires organisations to examine their own 
operation, policies, procedure and delivery of safe fleet management. This is of little cost to the government 
to facilitate after set-up and provide a progressive attainment rating and certification framework that could 
motivate organisations to become more engaged with the management of road safety. The program is 
developed and governed through certification audits by the State Government therefore providing a level of 
independence and creditability.

3.2 Summary of findings

The NTC has drawn the following lessons from the Mooren paper that have relevance to and potential for 
bringing about corporate road safety improvements within a national partnership approach. The subsections 
hereafter provide a summary of the key findings based on these findings.

• Proactive safety management

• Safe System principles

• Recognition and promotion 

• Guidance statements

• Potential for incorporation of ISO 39001

• Adaptability to the Australian context, and

• Evaluation and monitoring.

Proactive safety management

Management commitment is an essential element in influencing the extent that the safety programs are taken 
up by the workforce in an organisation. Programs that seek a formal commitment to improve safety outcomes 
or provide incentives to innovate and improve are more effective rather than programs where organisations 
are set to comply with prescribed standards. Regular audits and accreditation requirements can promote 
continuous risk assessment and systemic improvement in the safety program. 

Relevant examples: Driving for Better Business, European Charter, Western Australian Partnership Program. 

Safe System principles

Safe System promotes a systematic process designed to forgive human error and prevent injury. This refers to 
programs that incorporate the examination of design and management practices as a way of injury prevention.  
Most of the corporate safety programs examined in the paper have incorporated measures of injury prevention 
controls that relate to the safe system principles.  

Relevant examples: European Charter, Western Australian Partnership Program.  

Recognition and promotion

Programs that provide opportunities for public acknowledgment of organisations’ safety efforts and 
achievements may help to offset participation costs. These are seen as essential incentives to attract and 
promote genuine participation. Corporate recognition may occur through formal partnership agreement, 
awards, media releases, sharing of best practice case studies and publications.  

Relevant examples: Driving for Better Business, BARS, European Charter, Western Australian Partnership 
Program.
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Guidance statements

It is essential for programs to provide corporate safety policy standards that are applicable across a range of 
organisations and specifically address corporate safety risks.  

Relevant examples: NHVAS for heavy vehicles, BARS for aviation industry and AS/NZS 4801 for OH&S.

Incorporation of ISO 39001

The Road Traffic Safety Management Systems Standard ISO 39001 is an international standard for road 
safety management, currently being developed by International Standards Organisation and scheduled 
for publication in early 2012 (Crackel and Small, 2010). If approved, the ISO 39001 standard will provide a 
voluntary management system for road traffic safety for all organisations to help them embed the Safe Systems 
approach to road safety into their everyday operations. 

Relevant examples: not yet adopted. 

Adaptability to Australian context

Whether the overseas program elements can be transferred and applied in an Australian context is an 
important consideration. So, too, is whether state-based initiatives would work at a national level.

Relevant examples: AS/NZS 4801, NHVAS, the Western Australian Partnership Program, TruckSafe and 
Queensland Workplace Fleet Safety Audit, BARS, European Charter.

Evaluation and monitoring

Programs that incorporate an audit process or performance indicators include an accountability process.  More 
importantly, it is effective in ensuring organisations are committed to on-going improvement and are motivated 
to undertake actions to improve safety outcomes. Therefore, it is essential that the programs promote progress 
and risk assessment through internal and external accountability system to ensure quality assurance in safety 
management. External and independent auditing is essential to ensure that programs are checked for true and 
consistent safety management.  

Relevant examples: BARS, NHVAS and TruckSafe have some level of accountability. However, none of the 
schemes appear to require regular independent evaluation and monitoring of the programs to assess actual 
impacts on safety outcomes.  

3.3 Conclusion

No particular scheme or initiative can provide every aspect of safety management that will ensure optimal 
safety outcomes for road travel. The best elements of each program can be used to develop a framework that 
is effective, suited to the Australian road network, compliant with the Safe Systems approach to road safety 
and that meets the objectives of the National Road Safety Strategy.

It is noted that any safety program will present a challenge to attract participation by those organisations that 
have few or poor safety management measures in place. However, with credible incentives the program will 
attract a good level of support, as demonstrated in Western Australia.

Questions:

• Has your business implemented any form of road safety management practices?  
If so, what are they?

•	 Do you see any value in participating in a partnership or auditable safety management program? 
If not, why?

• What are the key elements and tools you see are best practices from the above review?  
E.g. accreditations, recognition charter, etc
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4. NTC consultation to date 

4.1 Consultation approach

The NTC conducted extensive consultation with over 20 organisations and peak bodies in the development  
of this Discussion Paper. The consultation spanned:

• businesses that are existing corporate “champions” that have already shown a practical commitment to  
road safety within their own operations, or had a significant influence over other users of the road network  
as part of the Western Australia Office of Road Safety Partnership Program

• organisations with a major influence across Australia’s road networks

• companies using all vehicle classes from heavy vehicle (e.g. road trains and B-triples) to light fleet  
(e.g. sedans and vans) 

• companies in industries including oil and mining, retail, insurance, power/electricity and telecommunication 

• state road and safety agencies

• national road safety and transport councils. 

The full list of all organisations is included in Appendix 1.

The consultation focused around the following key questions:

• What influenced the organisation to be road safety focused?

• What has been the overall impact on the organisation (both internally and externally e.g. culture, operational, 
perception)?

• What key features would be of greatest value in a national safety framework?

• What are the road safety practices the organisation has adopted or is aware of? What are the organisations 
level of involvement and commitment?

• What barriers do you see towards building greater involvement of businesses in improving road safety? What 
could help overcome these barriers?

An overwhelming level of enthusiasm and commitment was shown by organisations consulted on road safety. 
They demonstrated a sound level of understanding and commitment towards good safety practice from diverse 
perspectives and motivations. 

Now the NTC aims to use this paper as a stimulus to broader consultation and to test the outcomes of the 
preliminary consultations with a wider audience.

4.2 Consultation outcomes

The following outlines the key issues that have emerged from the initial consultation. They variously incorporate 
learnings for organisations themselves in shifting towards road safety cultures, for industry responses and for 
national partnerships with government. The last of these is explored in more detail in Section 5.

Risk management 

A consistent theme was that road safety ranks highly or as the top issue within their workplace. Most 
organisations were committed to road safety practices from a workplace risk management perspective 
including around OH&S, Chain of Responsibility, operational maintenance, fatigue management, employee 
training and creating a safe workplace environment. The organisations understood that management of  
whole-of-operation risks within and outside the workplace can impact on staff, the workplace, and the 
community in which they operate. 

The Caltex and Chevron Australia case studies in Section 6 illustrate this risk management focus. 
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Insurance implications 

The two insurance providers, Zurich and Lumley Insurance, which the NTC consulted, noted that managing risk 
was only part of the equation for improving road safety in a workplace. The challenge for their corporate clients 
was identifying ways of measuring the impact of the actions taken and to continually reassess the threat posed 
by road crashes. Measurement sets the benchmark for future plans and action. Incident or crash analysis also 
assists with identifying common crash types, contributory and root causes, prioritising improvement actions, 
and monitoring trends.

Insurance providers can be a valuable source of information for crash analysis, identifying trends, and 
benchmarking. By providing their clients with data trends and evidence analysis, insurers can help their 
customers work with their drivers to change behaviour, or with fleet & safety managers to promote 
improvements to policies and procedures. Behavioural and procedural change can then reduce crashes that 
reduce payouts by insurers and, over time, client premiums. Given that insurance claims payouts cover only 
a part of the total business costs associated with crashes, any reduction in crash costs benefits the insurer 
and their client mutually. Given the volume of fleet vehicles on the roads, more information of this nature is of 
particular interest.

Driver awareness 

Driver awareness has changed considerably for organisations with a strong commitment towards road safety. 
Some have adopted a technological approach (e.g. adopting the Intelligent Access Program) while others have 
focused on driver education, or on workplace or OH&S policies, procedures and practices appropriate to their 
operations. Their influence on employee awareness and behaviour is enhanced if promoted by management, 
which has a natural and legal duty of care to employees and others in the workplace. 

Operational approach and corporate safety culture for road safety 

Both the cultural elements within the workplace and actions to improve road safety in the wider community 
were identified. Harnessing a strong workplace safety culture encourages employees to take safety messages 
home, and messages can directly target the general public (as in the Caltex case study on in Section 6). 
Speed, alcohol, road quality and driver awareness/education were identified as specific behavioural issues  
in a community context.

The way Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are implemented and interpreted within the workplace can 
also affect road safety in influencing types of behaviour. Businesses driven by the wrong KPIs can actually 
exacerbate safety problems by leading them to pursue ineffective actions, placing the employees, vehicles  
and the public at risk.

Within the heavy vehicle category, Chain of Responsibility legislation extends throughout the supply chain 
system (to suppliers, consigners, operators and receivers) and requires all in the chain to take reasonable steps 
to ensure drivers do not to undertake unsafe actions such as overloading vehicles, driving while fatigued or 
speeding. By contrast, light vehicle fleets and small-and-medium enterprises (SMEs) are not subject to the 
same requirements (although Occupational Health & Safety legislation includes an overriding duty to provide a 
safe workplace). Such regulations do drive strong internal workplace safety cultures and safety performance, 
but with wide variance in impact beyond the organisation’s door.

The Dampier Bunbury pipeline and BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina case studies on in Section 6 illustrates the 
challenges and opportunities. 

Integration with Occupational Health & Safety (OH&S)

WorkSafe Victoria raised the importance of OH&S practice within the workplace and making road safety 
a natural extension of OH&S. WorkSafe assists organisations in transitioning the workplace culture to be 
more safety focus through its ‘Integrated Approach’ service, whereby an organisation’s operational systems, 
processes, risks and other exposures are reviewed. WorkSafe then assists in developing actions plans that 
address the issues and assist the workplace striving to maintain OH&S compliant systems. 
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The success of collaboration and alliances 

Safety practices adopted within the working environment can be cultural transitioned to employees’ home. 
This has been the experienced of alliance groups in Western Australia, where industry and government work 
together for the safety of the entire community. By dealing with danger spots, traffic flow fluctuations and road 
infrastructure upgrades when they are needed, the collaboration has led to reduced congestion on major roads 
and fewer crash incidents. 

Road safety has become a standard agenda item for most workplaces, leading to action plans geared towards 
providing a safer road network. Interaction between participants and commitment to common goals has been 
crucial to alliance success. CITIC Pacific Mining attributed getting decision makers around the table that are 
able to commit to actions and resourcing for any initiatives as a key component of the Pilbara Road Safety 
Alliance’s success in working towards better road safety outcomes. This ensured the Alliance was outcome-
focused and strongly supported by participants.

The Western Australia Office of Road Safety Partnership Program saw the establishment of two alliance 
groups, the Industry Road Safety Alliance and the Pilbara Road Safety Alliance. 

The two Road Safety Alliance groups comprise businesses, road agencies and local councils that use 
their overall influence within the region to negotiate for change on major road safety issues. Their influence 
has managed to attract participation from the local road agency and police and extended to television 
and radio advertising to raise driver awareness within the community. 

This ongoing program has proved very effective in positioning road safety as an issue for everyone and 
one that depends on the contribution and effort of all those exposed to the risks.

The groups worked collectively to provide a safer road network within their regions of operation. Members 
affiliated with the alliance included:

Industry Road Safety Alliance

BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina, Newmont Boddington Gold, The Griffin Group, Westfarmers Premier Coal, 
Verve Energy, Perdaman Chemicals and Fertilisers, the Office of Road Safety, the Western Australian 
Local Government Association (RoadWise), Western Australian Police, Main Roads Western Australia, 
Department of Transport, and the shires of Boddington, Collie and Harvey.

Pilbara Road Safety Alliance

BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, Apache Energy, Chevron, Woodside Energy, Citic Pacific Mining, Office of Road 
Safety, Western Australia Police, Main Roads Western Australia and Department of Transport.

Capacity for corporate sector to influence the general public

Businesses interact directly and often with the general public through daily business dealings like the delivery 
of goods and services, movement of assets and commodities, attending to customer needs, and in moving 
employees from location to location. 

This sharing of the road network imposes a level of accountability on businesses to exercise good road safety 
practices, such using well-equipped or safe trucks, ANCAP rated vehicles and properly accredited drivers, to 
provide a safer environment. 

These practices also exert a direct influence on others sharing the road network, which can be further extended 
by initiatives such as service standards for suppliers (e.g. quality of trucks in fleet, ongoing maintenance 
checks), small adverts on the rear of trucks promoting safe driving, and company policies on safe travelling 
speeds and by controlling vehicle movements throughout the day.

The Independent Brands Australia and Caltex case studies on in Section 6 showcase the influence companies 
can have on the general public. 
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4.3 The barriers for corporate partnerships on road safety

The preliminary consultation phase identified the following views about the barriers to corporate partnerships 
on road safety:

• government struggles to go beyond traditional safety measures of regulation, legislation and enforcement.

• there are national and local political restrictions on safety initiatives and addressing road safety concerns. 

• the government approach is more commonly perceived as ‘reactive’ than ‘proactive’, which is inconsistent 
with the Safe Systems approach to road safety. 

• when crashes occur, the ‘blame game’ is very quick to surface between the road user and the road network 
provider as to why and how the incident took place. 

• some employers believe that road safety is a government responsibility and not their responsibility.

• Small businesses sometimes struggle to find resources to invest in safety management.

• for businesses that operate across Australia, a state-by-state approach was considered too costly and 
unsustainable without government funding and support. 

4.4 Conclusions

A corporate partnership initiative on road safety could bring together government and industry groups to work 
together in dealing with common issues, taking a more proactive approach to addressing road safety, lowering 
the barriers and giving more credit when initiatives prove successful. 

A nationally consistent program would encourage corporate buy-in by providing organisations with economies 
of scale and inputs to corporate social reporting. However, the framework must operate nationally yet also 
influence at a local level. 

It was unanimously agreed that such a program would help achieve the objectives of the new National Road 
Safety Strategy. All players would need to come together to embed the safe system approach in the market 
place to embed change across Australian workplaces and in our homes. 

Questions:

• Are the issues identified in the consultation relatable to your business?

• What are the other issues or concern for your business?

• How do you manage the safety-related issues that have emerged?
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5. Where to for national partnership? 
The following common themes emerged from the initial consultation process that has practical implications for 
a national partnership approach to future road safety engagement with the corporate sector.

Leaders were asked to:

•	 identify whether there was a gap that a national partnership approach could fill 

•	 what should by the framework for such partnerships, and 

•	 what would be the drivers for them to participate. 

5.1 Performance reporting

The use and interpretation of business Key Performance Indicators ( KPIs) and their direct impact on the 
workplace environment were raised as concerns. For most organisations, business KPIs refer to achieving 
the desired bottom line and may ignore the operational risks required to achieve such levels of performance. 
These may include the number of trips or kilometres done by drivers in a day to gain maximum return from 
the employee. Performance reporting separates business performance from business accountabilities and 
responsibilities within the workplace – the risk associated with cutting corners.

The Western Power case study in Section 6 illustrates how KPIs can be changed to address road safety issues.

5.2 Safety benchmarking practice

Relationships formed under the partnership program would allow organisations to measure and benchmark 
their performance against other companies and industry sectors. The sharing and learning between businesses 
would also help to identify best practice and promote innovation for companies eager to become champions. 
Importantly, businesses can also justify their time and investment in improving road safety, highlighting to their 
customers that their focus is not at the expense of employees or the public. 

Transport Forum Western Australia believes that a partnership initiative requires industry champions to be at 
the table and to demonstrate existing road safety systems and initiatives that have worked. As leaders in the 
field, they understand the safety requirements for good corporate practice, will bring national credibility to the 
initiative and the means to audit the program for quality assurance. 

5.3 National approach 

The most important factor in creating any body, group or framework is the mix of the players involved. 
Having the right representatives from government, industry peak bodies and individual organisations, working 
collaboratively on the right issues impacting road safety across the country and supported by the best data are 
the crucial factors for success. 

The initial consultation also highlighted:

• national companies, in particular, see the importance of a partnership being national and devised along 
industry lines. 

• a national body or framework will support national consistency of approach. 

• the partnership can recognise and promote the efforts of companies out in the market doing the right thing 
for both their own organisations and society at large. 

• such a body can focus on key issues such as education, enforcement, road infrastructure, drivers and 
vehicles, working with relevant agencies towards a safer outcome. 

• a national partnership could create the critical purchasing mass required to influence the car manufacturing 
industry and the standard of cars. This influence could then extend into road safety education programs and 
the individual purchasing decisions of all drivers (e.g to buy a 5 star safety rated vehicle).
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5.4 Accreditation and quality assurance

Accreditation and quality assurance are seen as important solutions to common issues around driver 
competence. Safety concerns about drivers increase the risks for both the organisation and the road using 
public, with many organisations raising questions about the licensing of drivers. 

While it is difficult for most organisations to manage such risk alone, best practice examples do exist. The 
Chevron Australia case study on in Section 6 demonstrates that companies with significant road use can 
develop their own forms of accreditation to reduce their risk exposure around driver quality. 

Vehicle quality and ongoing maintenance are another common concern. A basic vehicle quality check, such 
as those performed on a monthly basis by Alcoa, can impact road safety by ensuring better standards are 
maintained. The checks cover company cars, owner driver cars, cars driven to work by staff, contractors’ 
vehicles and those used by visiting road transport industry members. 

5.5 Awards for innovation in safety practice

A range of organisations support the idea of a partnership program featuring annual awards for member 
organisations. Awards would acknowledge the most improved, innovative, best new member, etc. and 
would provide recognition amongst peers and in the broader community. Awards could also incentivise other 
organisations to adopt risk based approaches to transport when they see the benefits for competitors.  

For example, the international collaborative partnership scheme run by Connekt ‘be lean be green’ has found 
some customers offering contracts to innovation award winners, providing a means for smaller contractors to 
compete with the larger. This collaborative scheme is rapidly growing and focuses on lower emissions through 
supply chains whilst improving profitability and safety. 

5.6 Information sharing and networking 

All organisations consulted evinced a strong willingness to participate in the program as an ideal opportunity to 
work collectively on major road safety issues and share industry learnings to strengthen safety management. 
With government also involved, they see the program providing a strong foundation for resolving major issues 
by sharing the responsibility. In addition: 

• Safety meetings with industry participants can provide an avenue for sharing stories and how to address 
risks and challenges.  

• Industry forums can lift the level of debate from everyday operational risks to a broader understanding 
of road transport and other safety risks and, in doing so, change the culture. This was the experience of 
Western Power. 

• Existing forums can identify the need for other more specific discussion groups, such as the utilities forum 
started by Western Power at which quality assurance used as an industry tool for raising ideas and sharing 
knowledge on achieving best practice. 

• Government can play a significant role in these forums by making information available to all group 
participants, as well as parties beyond. This creates an opening for other organisations to get involved and 
acknowledge the whole of community responsibility for tackling road safety. 

• Worksafe Victoria views the program as an opportunity for industry members to discuss the linkages 
between road safety and other workplace issues such as OH&S, employer responsibilities and the flow-on 
effects to road safety. 
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5.7 Governance

There is an opportunity for industry to strategically influence road safety practice and decisions across the 
national road network aligned to the National Road Safety Strategy. The operation of such a scheme will be 
based on agreed terms and principles established amongst the organisations involved in the partnership and 
will extend to how the program operates, its sustainability, and how evolves over time. 

The consultation clearly indicated that partnership program must operate with government support, certainty of 
its future and in an open and transparent manner.

5.8 Sustainable model for collaboration 

A range of programs focused on or dealing with road safety and using a risk-based approach already exist in 
Australia and internationally. Any new program must not compete with or replicate existing programs. Rather, 
the framework should combine the best components of each into a single national partnership scheme. It 
should draw on the lessons learnt from other collaborative programs, especially how best to get industry to 
engage openly and confidently. 

The Office of Road Safety Western Australia’s proposal that the Swedish OLA approach (Box 2) be adopted 
to address issues was well received in subsequent consultations. Key issues that can be dealt with using this 
approach include motorcycle safety, workplace related road crashes, regional road safety, alcohol and speed. 

Box 2: A model for collaboration

OLA is a Swedish collaboration model based on road transport system designers working together to  
try to provide solutions to common problems. 

• Potential solutions to one or more problems are discussed using the available facts. 

• All parties can suggest desired measures they can implement and thereby contribute to improved  
road safety.  

• It is a working approach used at both national and regional/local levels.  

System designers 

The road transport system is shaped and influenced by system designers. In Sweden they include: the 
Swedish Road Administration (SRA), local authorities and other road managers, vehicle manufacturers, 
politicians and civil servants.

What does OLA mean?

OLA is a Swedish acronym for Objective data, List of solutions and Addressed action plans.

O – Objective data

In this first phase, facts are presented and discussed. Facts might include: accident statistics, the SRA’s 
in-depth studies of fatal road crashes, and information from other parties.

By studying the chain of events point by point, system designers can together offer an idea of why the 
crash became fatal. Some issues include:

• Is the road environment suitably designed?

• Did the driver have a tight time schedule?

• Was appropriate safety equipment used?

• What was the cause of death?
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Box 2: A model for collaboration (continued)

L – List of solutions/actions

In this second phase, system designers present and discuss proposals and ideas for solutions, both  
short and long term. Measures can be large and small. It is important that discussions are forward  
looking and focus on finding opportunities for improvement, not finding scapegoats or attributing blame. 
What can each system designer can do either individually or with others? 

A – Addressed action plans

This third phase concerns what concrete measures system designers can initiate to improve safety.  
These should be presented as signed action plans from participating system designers. A declaration  
of intent is a description of what and when measures will be implemented and also the scope and aim  
of each measure.  

System designers are responsible for implementing and following-up their own action plans. The OLA  
is documented and published on the SRA website. The plan is also sent to the Road Traffic Inspectorate, 
which follows-up and analyses decisions that influence the design and performance of the road  
transport system.

Derived from: “It must not happen again! OLA – a systematic collaboration for safer road traffic” 
Vägverket, Sweden, (2007) www.vv.se

Questions:

• What would be the motivation(s) for your business to participate in a national road safety 
partnership initiative?

•	 If you are to participate in a national road safety partnership initiative, what level of commitment  
do you feel is required and would you be willing to make the commitment?

•	 What are the key features you would like to be incorporated in such partnership?
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6. Case studies 
The following case studies, drawn primarily from road safety initiatives undertaken by our corporate partners in 
Western Australia, demonstrate the potential for innovation both regionally and nationally. They also evidence 
how employee and community road safety can be achieved together.  

BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina 

BHP Billiton Worsley Alumina has made road safety 
a major priority given its employees, contractors and 
service providers travel long distances to and from its 
operations on an ageing and increasingly busy road 
network in the South West corner of Western Australia. 

The company was instrumental in the formation and 
continuing success of an Industry Road Safety Alliance, 
which takes in six corporate members, four State 
government departments, three local governments and 
the WA Local Government Association.

By bringing key road users and decision makers together, the Alliance has allowed for a grassroots, proactive 
approach to road safety that is resulting in hazards being promptly identified and addressed, resources and 
funding being targeted for the best result, and the road safety message reaching a wide audience. The award-
winning Alliance has been credited with helping reduce death and serious injury on local roads, improving driver 
behaviour, raising awareness and creating a community approach to road safety. 

Parallel to the Alliance, Worsley established its own overarching Road Safety Committee to further drive a 
coordinated and proactive approach both en route to its operations and on site. Achievements to date include 
the introduction of bussing services and a car pooling program; road safety training and awareness campaigns; 
a safe vehicle purchasing policy; vehicle and licensing checks; and on-site speed monitoring.

Caltex

Management of risk is central to Caltex’s business, with road safety identified as a high priority issue. Caltex 
has been promoting road safety practice internally since 2004, implementing initiatives such as annual online 
tests on corporate road safety, biannual defensive driving testing, adopting a policy of ‘engine on, phone off’ 
and simulator testing for all employees. This risk mitigating approach has been backed by significant Board 
support to pursue national road safety initiatives. Feud 

Over recent years Caltex has extended the road safety message  
beyond its employees and into the community, including through 
corporate branding at its service stations and direct, targeted 
safety messages to the public whilst they refuel. Caltex adopted 
the Belt Up slogan to underpin its safety marketing. Caltex in 
Western Australia has been a long-standing partner in road safety 
by reminding drivers to wear seatbelts and save lives. The message 
is promoted in-store statewide in WA, as well as through community 
newspapers. The Belt Up campaign is promoted in-store in the 
UBD street directory that is sold at Caltex outlets, on pump nozzles, 
counter-top mats and staff uniforms. Caltex has also given away 
two five-star ANCAP rated vehicles in the promotion of safer 
vehicles.

Source: Western Australia Office of Road Safety (2009)
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Chevron Australia

Safety is a core component of Chevron’s risk management approach to 
doing business. With operations spread across the Perth CBD and in a 
number of remote locations, Chevron Australia identified vehicle travel as 
a significant risk to the safety of its employees. To equip them with the 
knowledge and skill to mitigate some of the risks associated with driving, a 
range of services are made available to personnel, including defensive driver 
training. Regular workforce discussions that explore and promote road 
safety awareness are also held throughout the business (via Operational 
Excellence team meetings, site tool box meetings and ‘Stand Down for 
Safety’ events). These workplace training programs aim to embed a safety 
conscious culture within the workforce.

To improve the safety of drivers in the field, Chevron has introduced a range of in-vehicle telematics systems 
that monitor driver performance across the fleet, including within contractor vehicles. This has created greater 
transparency in driver behaviour, elevated the accountability of drivers behind the wheel and provided a 
means for reliable feedback on how to improve their driving (which is captured in an information database). 
Drivers who are considered ‘high risk’ will meet with their supervisor or a delegated person to discuss their 
results and develop an appropriate plan to improve their safety performance. ‘Low risk’ drivers are rewarded 
for their good performance. Data from the system is also used to manage contractor performance at the 
organisation level. Chevron’s pro-active approach to the management of road safety is consistent with the 
Safe Systems principles.

Dampier Bunbury Pipeline

With over 1,570 km of pipeline and many more 
kilometres of private and public access roads, Dampier 
Bunbury Pipeline (DBP) identified driving as the biggest 
risk for employees and contractors working on the 
Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline (DBNGP). 
At one stage, there was a vehicle rollover, on average 
once every month. A ‘pro-speed’ cultural culture had 
developed amongst drivers of admiring those reached 
their destinations quickest. 

Numerous strategies, including roster and crew modifications, were undertaken to reduce time on the road. 
However, employees and contractors still needed to drive long distances on dirt roads during their shifts to 
access the various pipeline facilities. To further reduce the road risk and to protect its employees, the company 
had to change this entrenched culture. Its focus shifted to creating a culture of ‘ZERO HARM’.

A suite of systems, processes and tools have been introduced over the past few year to reduce the risks 
associated with travel and to change driver behaviour. These initiatives combined to form the DBP Journey 
Management System, which includes an in-vehicle telematics Vehicle Safety Speed Monitoring System 
(VSSMS) and Driver Alert Trackers (DAT) that monitors vehicle speed in different terrains and tracks driver 
fatigue and driving behaviour.  When an employee exceeds the speed limit or records an unsafe travel time, a 
centralised control room is notified and internal follow-up occurs. 

DBP views its capital outlay as an investment in the safe operation of its personnel. A combination of accurate 
data, a consistent policy of valuing safety over ‘more jobs per shift’, and consistent management follow-up 
to reinforce expectations of safe conduct has led to real cultural change within the workplace. Employees are 
more conscious of their actions and ongoing responsibilities. The success of the Journey Management System 
is also evidenced in there being no record of vehicle rollover incidents since the system was implemented and 
no fatigue related incidents. 
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Independent Brands Australia 

Independent Brands Australia Pty Ltd (IBA), which 
is allied to wholesaler ALM and backed by Metcash 
(IGA), has in excess of 1,500 independent liquor stores 
operating under the IBA umbrella across Australia. Its 
staff, contractors are customers are all road users.

IBA in Western Australia took the initiative to promote 
road safety with its Think Ahead campaign. Think 
Ahead took a high visibility marketing approach to 
road safety with a strong focus on advertising and 
promotions at liquor stores across the community. 

With over 120 stores in Western Australia, every store was provided with a large floor mat at the entrance, 
themed clock behind the counter, branded stubby holders as consumer giveaways, a T-shirt for all staff, worn 
for the duration of the campaign. This theming was complemented by a comprehensive press campaign. 
IBA has also recognised that speed, alcohol and driver education are national issues that require national 
responses, cultural change and long-term strategies. IBA is keen to see such campaigns go national and 
realise significant impacts, particularly if undertaken by both companies and government in partnership. 

McDonald’s 

Nearly one million people a week have been exposed to potentially life-saving 
reminders to wear seatbelts each time they pass through a McDonald’s drive 
thru. Thanks to a ground-breaking partnership in Western Australia, the fast 
food chain is also offering free child restraint checks at three McDonald’s 
restaurants on the Friday before every school holidays. Families benefit from 
ensuring their child car restraints are correctly fitted and they also receive 
the positive road safety message at the drive thru. The feedback from both 
McDonalds staff and the general public has been highly positive.

Source: Western Australia Office of Road Safety (2009)

Western Power

The service obligations of Western Power, the electricity provider in Western Australia, include technicians 
responding promptly to any power outages anywhere in the state.  Fleet drivers are often required to travel long 
distances to and from worksites to undertake repairs. Fatigue was identified as a major risk.

The key performance indicators for the fleet are set in the way that all power outages need to be attended to 
and repaired within specified times. However, they generally did not account for the driving time for technicians, 
as this was not considered “part of the job”. Western Power recognised the road safety consequence of these 
KPIs and revised measures have been adopted to ensure it fulfils its service obligation but not at the expense of 
technician or public safety.
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7. Conclusion
This Discussion Paper is predicated on the premise that the corporate sector that includes transport 
operators, transport users and businesses has a major influence on the safe operation of the road network. 
Decisions taken by industry – as well as corporate safety culture – affect how their employees, customers 
and suppliers use the road network. Workplace with strong safety culture is seen as likely to influence the 
wider communities and has the potential to lead to major road safety improvements. Therefore, the use of 
commercial relationships to influence specific safety standards for on-road operations, driven by corporate 
social obligation and extending off-road occupation health and safety best practice principles can be a 
significant force for changing safety culture.  

There are evidences where corporate and industry involvement in proactive transport safety programs has 
been encouraged in a variety of ways. Overseas examples, such as the Swedish OLA approach to road  
safety, and the European Road Safety Charter, have demonstrated the potential for safety improvements  
to be realised by partnership with the corporate sector. Australian states have taken some interests in 
corporate road safety, most notably the partnership program established by the Western Australia Office of 
Road Safety. The Mooren paper recommended the need for a national approach to corporate road safety  
that could be developed from a synthesis of the best elements of a range of existing programs and also 
through a consultative process with major industry and union organisations as well as State/Territory 
Government agencies. 

NTC consulted with a selected sample of businesses that have already shown practical commitments to 
proactive road safety management. There is a general consensus that the current approach is more  
commonly ‘reactive’ rather than being ‘proactive’ towards providing a safer road network. A state based 
program was considered to be unsustainable without government funding and support. There is an 
opportunity for a nationally consistent approach to bring all players together to embed the Safe System 
approach in road safety. A national corporate partnership approach, in collaboration with industry partners,  
will become a new ‘voice’ towards road safety to spread the safety message in the workplace as well as  
the broader community.

This Discussion Paper is the first step in an ongoing initiative to build a share understanding of where  
industry and government are at; and if the future will look different depending on how industry and  
government should respond.
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8. Have your say
To meet the challenges of improving road safety, the NTC is seeking a collaborative approach, working with 
businesses and industry to identify potential safety initiatives and to promote feasible safety initiatives. These 
initiatives may need to be developed or shaped collaboratively to ensure consistency with the Safe Systems 
principles and the new National Road Safety Strategy.

This Discussion Paper is the NTC’s next step towards a comprehensive long-term commitment to working 
closely in partnership with all stakeholders and to developing more consistent, practical and effective road 
safety outcomes.

You are invited to respond to the questions that are proposed for discussion throughout the paper, together 
with other pertinent comments and facts that may inform the discussion paper.

We thank you in advance for your time and participation. 

Introduction

•	 Is road safety or the use of the road network a major concern or risk to your business?

•	 If yes, what are the major concerns or risks?

Influence of the corporate sector

•	 Within the scope of your business, have you developed ways to contribute to influence  
road safety?  
If yes, please provide examples.

•	 What are your motivations to be involved in road safety? E.g. Chain of Responsibility, OH&S.

•	 Do you see opportunities of a partnership framework with other businesses to influence  
road safety?

Existing corporate schemes to improve safety

• Has your business implemented any form of road safety management practices?  
If so, what are they?

• Do you see any value in participating in a partnership or auditable safety management program? 
If not, why?

• What are the key elements and tools you see are best practices from the above review? E.g. 
accreditations, recognition charter, etc

NTC consultation to date

• Are the issues identified in the consultation relatable to your business?

• What are the other issues or concern for your business?

• How do you manage the safety-related issues that have emerged?

Where to for national partnership

• What would be the motivation(s) for your business to participate in a national road safety 
partnership initiative?

• If you are to participate in a national road safety partnership initiative, what level of commitment  
do you feel is required and would you be willing to make the commitment?

• What are the key features you would like to be incorporated in such partnership?
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Appendix 1

Key stakeholders

The following partner organisations have begun the journey towards road safety cultures. The NTC 
acknowledges the important steps they are taking to drive corporate engagement on road safety within  
and beyond their organisations.

Company Name Industry 

AFMA Fleet

ATA Heavy Vehicle Fleet 

BHP Mining, Oil and Gas

CFMEU Construction and General Division Construction

Caltex Australia Oil and Gas

Chevron Australia Oil and Gas

Chamber of Minerals & Energy of Western Australia Oil and Gas

Citic Pacific Mining Management Pty Ltd (CPM) Mining

Dampier Bunbury Pipeline Gas

Driver Safety Consultant

Easifleet Transport

Independent Brands Australia (IBA) Food and Beverage

Lumley Insurance Insurance Provider

Office of Road Safety Government

Rio Tinto (Iron Ore) Mining

Shell Oil and Gas

Transport Forum WA Transport Industry Group

Tyrepower Retailer

VicRoads Government

Victorian Transport Association (VTA) Government

Western Power Electrical Provider

Worksafe Government

Woolworths Food and Beverage

Zurich Insurance Insurance Provider
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